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Instructors can use the adaptive release feature in ulearn to make certain course 
assignments available to select students but not others using specific dates and 
membership criteria (a student’s J-number will be needed). Instructors can use this 
for students who have a legitimate reason for turning in assignments beyond the 
assignment’s regular due date or for taking an exam before or after other students 
have access to it. 

Instructions 
1. First, locate the student’s j-number. Go to the Course Management area of the 

ulearn menu and click on Course Tools and then select JWU Roster Report. 

 

 

2. Locate the student or students J-numbers. Write them down or right click to copy 

the entire J-number with the mouse.  

 

 

3. Navigate to the content area (i.e., Week 1)  on the left menu where the 

assignment(s) is located in your course. 

4. Click the down arrow for the assignment and select Adaptive Release.  
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5. In the Date section, enter a Display After date and time and a Display Until date and time 

This will be the window of time you expect the student be able to complete an assignment. 

 

6. In the membership section, in the username box, either type in the student’s J-number or 

paste it with the mouse if you copied it in a previous step. You can add more than one J-

number but be sure to separate it with a comma. Do not click Browse, otherwise you will get 

an error. 

 

7. Scroll to the end of the page and select Submit. 

 

 
 

8. Go back to the down arrow for the assignment and select Edit. 

 

9. Scroll to the bottom of the page under Availability. Make sure “Make the Assignment 

Available” is selected (if using an assignment) or that the test is made available to students 

(if using the test tool). Add a Display After and Display Until date dates if needed. 
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10. You will see a message under the assignment indicating it is available but some students 

may not have access. Only those you gave access above will see this assignment. 

 

 
 

11. Repeat these steps for any other assignments in ulearn (these include assignments 

using the test tool, discussions, journals, assignment).  
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